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In order to apply for the Open Badge, the student must have some web    
platform (for example Google Drive, Office365, OneDrive) or a blog to report  
or make a presentation on a subject applied for.
The Badge application is linked to the above report or presentation
Click on the badge icon you want to apply for
You will find more information about the badge you are applying for
Click on “open criteria in new window”
Fill out the application and link the attachment file (report, presentation, blog)
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Introduction

The E-Guide is a 

comprehensive reference 

book that will help 

you to start a social 

entrepreneurship. The Healthy food choices for a sustainable
future - Healthy future project improves 
awareness of healthy eating habits together with healthy food and climate-
focused choices. This means working with regional products, with an emphasis 
on biological, organic and ecological food production in climate friendly matter. 
It also means focusing on traditional regional cooking and recipes, using 
seasonal products but in a modernized way on aspects of health issues and 
on new styles of cooking using climate friendly ingredients.
This project is developing cooperation between culinary vocational schools 
and colleges and working life in European countries in the fields of health, 
tourism & catering and environmental technologies in Finland, Croatia and 
Italy. 
The Healthy food choices for a sustainable future - Healthy future project is 
co-funded by the European Union’s Erasmus+ program.
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Introduction

Photo 1: Pop Up event students from Slava Raskai
              (Photo by A. Saad CC-BY-NC-ND)
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About this book

The content of this book helps you to understand what we mean when we are 
talking about social entrepreneurship. This e-guide is looking for answers to 
the questions:  Is there an entrepreneurial model that allows your business 
activities to have a positive impact on the environment and society around 
you while at the same time making a profit? Is it also possible in the catering 
sector? However, this book does not get into details on how to do a business 
plan.
In our E-guide we will include: Environmental activities such as reducing 
emissions and food waste, energy use in food processing in connection with 
catering sector, packaging and the environmental issues.
……………….
However, having a basic culinary knowledge, all the students taking courses 
of sustainable development will find this book helpful. The content will also be 
useful for those who wish to obtain Open Badges.
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Social entrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship or social enterprise refers to a company and its 
way of working, in addition to economic profitability, for social public interest. 
Social enterprises provide employment opportunities especially for the 
disabled and the long-term unemployed. Often a social enterprise uses 
employees who are disabled or disabled and long-term unemployed. 
                                                                                         (Wilkinson 2014,6)

However, national definitions of Social enterprise refer to official definitions 
(or criteria defining social enterprise). There is no common definition that 
would apply in all EU countries.

Unofficial definition which is widely accepted by various social enterprise 
stakeholders:
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1.Social entrepreneurship

“A social enterprise combines 

entrepreneurial activity with a social 

purpose. Its main aim is to have a social 

impact, rather than maximise profit for 

owners or shareholders” 

(Wilkinson 2014,9) 

What is the definition of Social enterprise?
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Social entrepreneurship

Most business owners hope to make a positive difference in the world. This 
is supported by the latest Global Entrepreneur report (2018 ,6) which says 
that 80% of entrepreneurs believe that they make greater global or local 
impact for they customers.  If an entrepreneur is ecologically aware, it will be a 
challenge to raise the knowledge and skills for positive impact on society and 
the environment. 

At the moment, social impact and social entrepreneurship are the core and 
trend of entrepreneurship in Europe and the way entrepreneurs want to act. 

However, this varies country by country. In Europe the main interest in 
entrepreneurship is to take care of the future of clean energy as a social 
entrepreneur. 
                                           (BNP Paribas Global Entrepreneur report 2018, 6)
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What is the motivation for establishing a social e
enterprise in relation to a common enterprise?
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Social entrepreneurship

Overall, global social entrepreneurship is relatively small in Europe in 
comparison to other entrepreneurial business ideas. It’s also difficult to 
measure social enterprise activity across Europe because some of them 
are ”under the radar”. However, in Europe, there is a lack of standard and 
consistently used classifications. In other words, we do not have accurate 
information of the actions and/or practices the social entrepreneurs do in 
Europe. 
                                                                                        (Wilkinson 2014, 9.)
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If you want to make a social business, 

you need to take in consideration many 

things. 

Which activities can be carried out by a social enterprise? 
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Social entrepreneurship

Nevertheless, we can find some similarities when talking about social 
entrepreneurship just as:
  integrating different people into the community, e.g. sheltered employment;
   different social services, e.g. long-term care or people whit different disabilities;
 different public service, e.g. community public services or cleaning public  
  areas;
  strengthening different civil rights, e.g. digital participation;
  different environmental activities, e.g. promoting sustainable developments;
  helping people in developing countries, e.g. solidarity or fair-trade products. 

However, it is good to remember that in many European countries there are a 
lot of different laws related to Social enterprise. The map in Figure 1 illustrates 
where in Europe there are countries with specific legal forms or statutes for 
social enterprise. For this reason, social entrepreneurship cannot be directly 
compared between different countries. (Wilkinson 2014,4.) Therefore, this book 
describes the aspects of sustainable development one needs to consider when 
starting as a social entrepreneur. 

What you should consider when setting up a sustainable development company 
in catering sector. 
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Social entrepreneurship
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Figure 1. Countries with specific legal forms or statutes for social enterprise (Galileo.it). (Wilkinson 2014,4).
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Social entrepreneurship
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Figure 1. Countries with specific legal forms or statutes for social enterprise (Galileo.it). (Wilkinson 2014,4).
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Social entrepreneurship

There are a lot of ways how we all can make a social impact like using 
renewable energy or making less food waste or using less plastics or 
chemicals when possible (Baldwin 2015, 65-67). By inspiring sustainable 
activity in new business ideas, we can create and change a social impact 
in new social entrepreneurs. That includes comprehensive knowledge of 
e.g. of raw materials, food wastage, different kitchen processes, sustainable 
food, transportation and what is global consumer. It’s also good for social 
entrepreneurs to remember that they can develop responsibility and 
sustainability in their own food chains.

However, all companies at the end are aiming for positive net sales. For this 
reason, it’s always good to remember that one of the key elements in every 
catering business is the control of one’s resources.  Whether that be a Pop-
Up café or restaurant, small cafeteria or tea shop, hospital kitchen, large 
hotel or any restaurant … in fact, in every establishment. 
                                                       (Campbell, Foskett & Ceserani 2012, 4.) 

Teamwork is also essential special when working as social entrepreneur. 
Effective teamwork is important to any company. Team also needs to have 
an own identity so that it can identify its strengths and weaknesses to serve 
the right customers in the right way.  
This can help the team members that need to overcome any weaknesses. 
                                                                        (Campbell et al. 2012, 13-14.)
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1.1  Do you want to make a change/a social impact? 
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Social entrepreneurship

Most of the environmental impact of food production comes from agriculture. 
Therefore, raw material choices play an important role in the environmental 
impact of professional kitchens.

Creativity of any business ideas lies in the great concepts and the selections 
of the material/ raw material that they are going to use in the catering sector. 
Whether it be food raw materials or kitchen utensils or dishes you must be 
aware of where the product is originally from. 

Raw materials mean everything from collection, or removal of the material 
for the production of goods and services. This includes all activities such as 
harvesting, mining, logging, fishing, etc.

It’s important for Social entrepreneurs to understand how to use agricultural 
raw materials in accordance with sustainable development. In the article 
“Sustainable Sourcing of Global Agricultural Raw Materials” (2015,2) it is 
emphasized that the largest environmental impact happens during the farming 
and production of critical raw materials.
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Raw materials are the inputs or 
resources that a company uses to 
manufacture or transform into a 

finished good. 

1.1.1 Raw materials 

First, you have to think about the reason why raw material is 
important for social entrepreneurship.
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Social entrepreneurship

The article highlights that raw materials are bigger threat than transporting 
the materials or manufacturing of the actual final product. 
                                                                                       (Springer 2015, 1-2.)

Roininen et al. (2014) state in the project “Ilmastolounas ravintoloissa/
Climate lunch in restaurants” that the most of the carbon footprint (about 50-
80%) is from agriculture. According to studies, the least burdening lunches 
were vegetarian lunches and lunches made of low-carbon fish as well as 
lunches made of skimmed milk or yoghurt. It’s still good to remember that the 
climate-friendliness of different meals can only be estimated reliably through 
the food’s lifecycle assessment of the meal climate effects.

          In Finland
Finnish raw materials can be labeled “Produced in Finland” if at least 98% 
of agricultural raw materials are produced in Finland. Sometimes organic 
products made from Finnish raw materials must be labeled “Produced in 
the EU” or “Produced outside the EU”, if over 2% of the raw materials used 
come from elsewhere (e.g. organic jams, because there is no organic sugar 
produced in Finland). 
                                                                                                     (Luomu 2018.)

Official	labels	used	in	Finland	are	EU	organic	label	
https://www.evira.fi/yhteiset/luomu/markkinointi-ja-merkinnat/eun-
luomutunnus

HEALTHY FOOD CHOICES FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE – HEALTHY FUTURE
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Social entrepreneurship

Controlled Eco production label 
https://www.evira.fi/yhteiset/luomu/markkinointi-ja-merkinnat/
aurinkomerkki
Finnish organic label 
http://www.luomuliitto.fi/luomutuotanto/leppakerttumerkki
Demeter label 
http://biodyn.fi/viljely/demeter/demeter-merkki/
and Swedish KRAV label 
http://www.krav.se/om-krav/krav-markningen
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          In Italy 
In Italy, as written in the Art. 36 of CE 450/2008 regulation, we can use 
the label “Made In Italy” if the raw materials were produced in Italy or if 
the raw materials (produced in 2 or more countries) have received the last 
substantial transformation in Italy. 
The label “100% Made in Italy” that can be applied only if there is a 100% of 
Italian and first class raw materials.
                                                                                (Italian Law 166 of 2009.)

          In Croatia 
Croatian raw materials can be labeled  with sign Originali Croatian (Izvorno 
hrvatsko) but in order to do that must go through a rigorous process that requires 
to label Croatia’s quality. In this case, the tag guarantees customers that it is 
a product and service of the highest quality, it is made in Croatia, and from 
Croatian raw materials and it is the result of development research, innovation 
or tradition. 
                                                                                      (Narodne novine 2018.) 
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Social entrepreneurship

We have to remember that a significant part of the world does not have 
easy access to water. At the moment agriculture is the largest user of 
water. Agriculture is also one of the biggest reasons for water pollution and 
burdening of the water systems. Therefore, the social entrepreneur has to 
think about what raw materials he/she will use in his/her own business idea. 
Baldwin (2015,  21) says that chemicalisation (pesticides, fertilisers and 
other toxic chemicals) pollute our fresh water supplies and at the same time 
pollute air and soil. He continues that nitrogen and phosphorus are most 
common fertilisers to add in to the crops in order to improve their growth.  
Baldwin (2015, 7)  says that long-term use and effect of nitrogen fertiliser is 
deadly to all. Therefore, the agro-farming process of running off chemicals 
into earth surface and sea water introduces risk for both human health and 
environment. 
                                                                                               (FAO, 2017, 9.)
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Baldwin (2015,  20) says that The access to clean water is essential for all human life as well as for food production’’. 

1.1.2 Burdening of the 
         water

Another important thing for social entrepreneurs to consider is the 
burdening of the water systems.
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Social entrepreneurship

It’s also good to remember that environmental impacts can be local, regional or 
global. Local environmental impacts include soil contamination by chemicals, 
poor air quality caused by traffic congestion, or a power plant emission permit 
to the surrounding environment. 
                                                                                        (Baldwin 2015, 20-21.)

Burdening of the water pollution means the introduction of substances into 
different waterways. 

There are external and internal loads in the burdening of water systems.  
Human activity and climatic deposition (climate change) increase burdening 
of the water systems load. Hazardous pollutants emitting loads of the water 
systems can be listed on oxygen-releasing, eutrophicative, acidifying and toxic 
substances. The water systems load will move from ground to air into to the 
water system. 
                                                                                       (Toivanen 2015, 32-35.) 

Internal load burdening of the water pollution is caused by phosphorus 
nutrients released from the bottom like sediment / Stressing waterways caused 
by nutrients released from the bottom, such as sediment 
                                                                                            (Toivanen 2015, 10.)

External load burdening of the water pollution comes from nutrients coming 
from outside the population, such as land and air.
                                                                                           (Toivanen 2015, 10.)
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Social entrepreneurship

      In Finland in the 1960s, environmental impacts caused by large 
concentrations of chemicals were found e.g. in the health hazards and 
reproductive problems caused to birds and fish. Restrictions and regulations 
have reduced the use of toxic substances, but on the other hand, the number 
of chemicals has increased, e.g. in industrial production, food industry, 
agriculture and in different households. The health and environmental 
impacts of all available chemicals have not been adequately studied. 
                                                                                                     (Edu 2011.)
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Photo 2:  from Keuruu, Finland by O. Haapakorpi (CC-BY-NC-ND)
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Social entrepreneurship

         Italy is not only one of the main agricultural world producers but also 

one of the main industrial countries, therefore the environmental impact of 
industries have caused many big and different problems in the last 50 years.
We have had soil pollution made by dioxin and heavy metals, air pollution 
made by industrial smokes, water pollution with high levels of arsenic and so 
on.
Usually Italian regulation are more strict than European ones and the number 
of controls on soil, air and water are bigger than the European standard but it 
is not enough to consider acceptable the environmental impact.

             Croatia has adopted  Convention on European Landscapes  an and due 

to it shapes a proposal for general and concrete measures to reduce harmful 
impacts on the environment for individual development programs and plans.   
                                                                        (Tišma & Maleković 2008, 108.) 
 
Those mesaures reffere to obligation to respect of legally established 
procedures of regional planning, timely elaboration of studies of the impact 
on the environment and the inclusion oflandscape planning in urban planning.  
                                                                        (Tišma & Maleković 2008, 108.)
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https://www.ymparistoosaava.fi/ruo-kapalveluala/
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Social entrepreneurship

The global consumer depends on the food industry to produce, process 
and deliver the food. It is estimated that population increases from about 
7 billion to 9 billion by year 2050. However, food industry is already being 
contributing widespread environmental damages all over the world. One of 
the big problems is that eating meat has grown rapidly. Still, in the developing 
countries population’s mainly diet is grains, beans and other legumes but it 
is slowly changing to contain more animal protein. And this will increase to 
demand for meat protein. Nevertheless, food supply change is biggest factor 
for climate change.  
                                                                                           (Baldwin 2015, 2.)

Key actions to reduce the climate impacts and greenhouse gas emissions 
of food include reducing livestock products and increasing the share of 
vegetables, reducing food waste, favoring domestic and partly organic and 
local food, improving energy efficiency in food production, manufacturing 
and preservation methods, and rationalizing shopping trips. 
                                                                                   (Allekotte 2014, 14-16.)
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Our world depends on the food 
industry. 

1.1.3  Global consumer
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Social entrepreneurship

Several activities in global food system can be divided in five parts in so called 
“Food life cycle“ (figure 2). First of all there is production, second there in 
processing and packaging and third there is distripution and marketing. After 
that there is the consumption and lastly there is waste. Each stage of Food life 
cycle indicates a different process which always affects our environment in a 
different way. We can try to reduce or avoid the problems for environment that 
the process creates at each stage. 
                                                                                            (Baldwin 2015, 3-4.)

As you can see in Figure 2 food life cycle means that each product goes through 
different yet same phases and in every one of them there is a possibility of 
positive and negative impact to the environment. This is a real challenge for the 
entrepreneurs to plan life cycle of a product on sustainable basis. 
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Figure 2. Food life cycle (Galileo.it). ( Baldwin 2015, 4)
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Social entrepreneurship
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Agriculture and environment

A social entrepreneur engaged in food production or catering business 
can have a positive impact on sustainability and environmental protection 
by planning environmentally positive activities in all phases of the Food 
life cycle (see Figure 2). It is, however, good to remember that social and 
environmental issues are often closely related to each other. As well as 
they are often influencing each other. (Baldwin, 2015,2-4.) Baldwin (2015,3) 
continues “That includes climate change, natural resources depletion and 
degradation, pollution and toxicity, rural economy and development and food 
safety and nutrition”.

These issues are not theoretical as we have seen in the summer 2018 when 
the temperatures have been very abnormal everywhere in Europe (extremely 
hot weather). It is, however, good to remember that organic farming limits 
farmers usage of pesticides and chemical fertilisers. This relies on natural 
crop rotation. 
                                                   (Foskett, Paskins & Pennington 2016, 248.)
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2. Agriculture and the Environment 

How a social entrepreneur engaged in food production or 
catering business can have an impact on environmental 

protection? 
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Agriculture and environment

Nowadays, pressure from the food industry to farms and further to customer 
continues rapidly. And that creates the problem in amount of energy used in 
“making” the food (produce, process, package, store, transport).
Baldwin (2015, 2-4.) estimates that the amount of energy used to produce, 
process, package, store, and transport food is 7,5 times the amount of energy 
the food actually provides in return. Our goal as a social entrepreneur should 
be at aiming for sustainable food arrangements (see Figure 3). As a social 
entrepreneur we should question: How can we only use that amount of food 
that we need? How can we revitalize our natural resources and at the same 
time use more sustainable food? How can we improve economic development 
at the same time? How can we use local resources? 
                                                                                          (Baldwin 2015, 2-4.)  
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Figure 3. Aim for sustainable food   
How a social entrepreneur 

engaged in food production 
or arrangements 

(Galileo.it).
(Baldwin 2015,3.)
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Agriculture and environment

Over the last few decades, “climate change” has emerged as a megatrend. 
The news headlines are strongly influenced by climate change advocates or 
people who are against climate change. Some people think that this is normal 
heat fluctuation, and some strongly believe that largescale sustainable 
development will bring the climate change to a halt. 
                                                                                   (Hiltunen 2012, 86-87.)

On the other hand, changes in temperature will help the productivity of 
agriculture in the Nordic countries, but at the same time it will reduce the 
productivity of the area around equator because of the drought. Harmaala 
et al. (2012, 45) note that in the future water shortages will threaten food 
security. 
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2.1 Climate
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The Finnish Meteorological Institute (Ilmatieteen laitos) said (2018:b) that 
warm weather has accelerated the development of crops. Also the early 
potatoes can be harvested throughout the country before the middle of June, 
but due to drought, crops are expected to be slightly smaller in southern 
Finland. 
                                                                              (Imatieteen laitos 2018: b)

It’s good to remember that GHG includes carbon dioxide emission from 
electricity supply and fuel supply use. Therefore, the social entrepreneur 
should remember what kind of energy he/she is using and from where the 
energy is from. (Baldwin, 2015, 4-5.) 
GHG also include all the waste we take to landfills (methane). However, 
main source of methane, about 60% of all global methane emission comes 
from livestock production (Baldwin, 2015, 16). 
Lastly, part of the reason for GHG is the growth of livestock animals (nitrous 
oxide from fertiliser and all other kind of emissions use). (Baldwin, 2015, 
4-5). 

Baldwin (2015, 4) believes that the food supply is responsible for 10% to 30% 
of GHG. 
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One of the leading problem 
to global warming and climate 

change is greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHG). 
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GHG strong growth is increasing temperatures. If growth continues with 
present pace it is estimated that temperatures increase +2 to +4,5°C by year 
2100. It’s also going to mean that sea level is globally increasing about 28 to 
58 centimeters. Globally this means that in the future crops’ growing season 
will shift. This leads the countries where previously certain grains, weeds 
or crops were grown to face changes. This also implies that in the future 
weather changes will be more pronounced and will affect the distortions of 
nature. 
                                                                                       (Baldwin 2015, 4-5.)  

Long term effects of pollution and different toxins are harming humans, 
animals and environment. Toxic materials have a long- and short-term 
effects. When we eat the products, chemicals pass into the body. Chemicals 
can act over a long period of time in many ways, e.g. they can reduce our 
immune system or influence our nervous system. In the worst-case scenario, 
they can cause cancer. 
                                                                                           (Baldwin 2015, 7.)
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One of the important decisions for a social entrepreneur is the selection of 
suppliers or supply-chains. First, you have to think how your supply-chain 
can provide the items you need in your menu. Secondly, visit the place and 
question how reliable you supplier will be. It’s important to have a good 
relationship with your supplier. 

                                                                               (Foskett at al. 2016, 247.)
At the moment customers are looking for local and seasonal food. Therefore, 
social entrepreneurs must also think about that. It’s also good to remember 
that when eaten food in season it most likely tastes better. Local and seasonal 
food is also best to our environment. 
                                                                        (Foskett at al. 2016, 146-147.)  

For example: “The carbon footprint of tomatoes grown in Finland in winter is 
5–7 kg per a kilogram of tomatoes, whereas the carbon footprint of tomatoes 
imported from Spain is only about 0.5 kg per a kilogram of tomatoes” (Climate 
guide).
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2.1.1 Local seasonal food

Read more from the e-book’s 
seasonality tables from Nordic 

countries, Italy and Croatia.  

Food must be produced and 

consumed in a sustainable way. 
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Local food and organic food strengthen their position in consumer 
appreciation. Consumers are more and more interested in the origin of their 
food, production methods, and impacts on the surrounding areas. For social 
entrepreneur food can work as a validation of identity. Local and organic food 
meet the needs of many consumers who are aware of sustainable eating. 
(Väänänen 2017, 6.) It’s also good to remember that the environmental 
impacts of organic food production are often smaller than those that are 
traditional food production. (Climate guide).

Fish is part of an environmentally friendly diet. The use of endangered 
overseas fish species should be however avoided. There are also some 
negative environmental impacts of over fishing and also some fishing 
methods are environmentally bad. As a result, fish are dying and, in some 
cases, even fish populations are in danger of being devastated.  At the 
moment there are some controls but as a social entrepreneur you have to 
control what to buy and how much to pay. 
                                                                               (Foskett at al. 2016, 148.)
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Consumers are also more and 

more aware of sustainable fish/

seafood production 

(Foskett at al. 2016, 148). 
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It’s also good to remember that it’s estimated that agriculture uses 2/3 of the 
freshwater supplies. But the soil and crops can only use 45 % of the used 
water. (Baldwin 2015, 6.) This means that we use fresh water for irrigation 
more than necessary.  Baldwin (2015, 20) continues saying that this kind of 
use of water has disrupted the balance of nature and fossil fuels. For that 
reason, some of fossil fuels now are gone forever.  This has had also an 
impact on our certain natural recourses. In other words, too much watering/ 
irrigation is not good for the nature.

As a social entrepreneur it’s good to know how much of the phosphorus 
and nitrogen from your raw materials ends up in the sea or lakes to cause 
eutrophication.
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2.2 Weather and pollution

Currently we are using over 60% of our ecosystem. That’s more than our ecosystem can replace. 
(Baldwin, 2015, 6.)

Photo 3: Kids and garbage in Cairo, photo by E. Lius. (CC-BY-NC-ND)
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Water pollution means the contamination of water bodies, such as lakes, 
rivers, seas or groundwater. Pollution affects the plants and organisms of 
the area in a generally harmful way. Water contamination occurs when the 
pollutants are released directly or indirectly into the water so that no harmful 
compounds are removed. 
                                                                                   (Baldwin, 2015, 20-21.)  

Emerging water pollution is one of the most serious threats to humans and 
to the environment!

“Various fish species are also suffering from different changes in weather. 
For example, temperatures are changing, glaciers are melting, rain patterns 
are changing. Therefore, water systems are eutrophicated and sea salt 
concentrations get worse. Also, the oxygen level near the bottom is affecting 
various fish species by increase their abundance and occurrence. In general, 
the various warm water fish species and other marine life will benefit from 
these changes whereas the conditions of production of cold water fish 
species and marine life will deteriorate”. 
                                                                                                (Luke 2016: a.)
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2.2.1 Pollution of water 

It’s estimated that 70 % of 

pollution in water comes from 

agriculture. (Baldwin 2015, 7.)  
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Plastics are increasingly used worldwide (300 million tons per year since 
2014). Therefore, plastics in the seas and in rivers or lakes have become a 
major concern because of their persistence at water, and because of their 
adverse consequences to marine life and potentially also for human health. 
As you can see in Figure 4 there are predicted to be five different areas where 
plastic is flooding. It is also estimated that every year there are 1.15 to 2.41 
million tons of different plastic waste entering into the oceans. That estimated 
amount of plastic is entering the ocean from rivers, because of low-recycling 
rates and poor waste management near the rivers. 
                                                                                (Lebreton et al. 2017, 1-2.)  
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Figure 4. The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (The Ocean Cleanup 2018).  
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Scientists have found small, powdered micronutrients in more than two 
hundred animal species. Plastic particles have been found in mussels, fish 
and sea salt. Small plastic particles are not just a sea problem – microfibers 
and other particles are also getting more and more into the lakes. 
                                                                             (Rochman et al. 2017, 56.)

Throwing the plastic waste into the sea or lake can cause major problems. 
Some plastic objects may cling to marine animals, which can lead to their 
death. In particular, unmanaged waste management has contributed to the 
amount of seaweed (micro plastic), and in this case, the concerns are on 
developing countries.
                                                              (University of eastern Finland 2018.)
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The Great Pacific Garbage Patch (GPGP). The plastic accumulation is the biggest of the five offshore zones in the world’s oceans (The Ocean Cleanup 2018.) 
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         Plastic particles in Finnish waters

Big quantities of microplastic have already been found in Kuopio, in Kallavesi 
lake. Plastics ending in our lakes are a big risk because a large proportion of 
Finnish drinking water comes from the lakes. In Kallavesi the larger (> 300 
micrometers) of microplastics are of the same order of magnitude as found in 
the Baltic Sea. For the smallest particles (20 micrometers), the concentrations 
are up to one hundred-fold compared to this. 
                                                                 (University of eastern Finland 2018.)

According to Silvennoinen (pers. comm.), there are, however, not enough 
studies of “Plastic particles in water” been carried out. She continues that the 
plastic particles in water of lakes and rivers are also studied in North America, 
Italy, Germany and Belgium. Research results on the health effects of plastic 
particles are expected within a couple of years.
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Photo 4: India, by Mika Heino. (CC-BY-NC-ND).
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										Plastic	particles	in	water/fish	Italy
In Italian marine water was found a big quantity of microplastics, comparable 
to the level found in North Pacific Area. The highest levels were found not 
only near Naples but also in some marine protected areas such as Tremiti 
Islands.
We could say that the problem is present everywhere.

										Plastic	particles	in	water/fish	Croatia	
While local government throughout Croatia is preparing for new rules on 
waste management, Greenpeace Croatia has spent almost the entire 2017-
2018 running the anti-plastic campaign in the Adriatic Sea. So far, the petition 
has collected almost 180,000 signatures, which is not surprising, because 
Croatian citizens this fall have been able to watch the huge amounts of 
plastic that the sea currents applied to the Croatian coast. 
                                                                          (Geenpeace Hrvatska 2018.)

At the end of May last year, Greenpeace Croatia presented a European 
campaign that seeks to protect the Adriatic and the Mediterranean from 
single-use plastic. It is a campaign launched by the Croatian Greenpeace 
Office in conjunction with Spain, Italy, Greece and Bulgaria. Through the 
Mediterranean already floats around 1455 tons of plastic, which can be 
compared with plastic waste in the ocean. 
Plastic drifts off our beautiful sea, kills marine animals and enters a feeding 
chain. Plastic remains were found in the Mediterranean Sea in small fish, 
sea birds, turtles and stomach ulcers. 
                                                                          (Geenpeace Hrvatska 2018.)
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As a social entrepreneur you should pay attention to the plastic packaging. 
Reducing the use of extra plastic bags saves the nature. 
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Photo 5:  from Mitrovica Kosovo by E. Lius (CC-BY-NC-ND)

www.luke.fi/blogi/muovien-haitat-ja-vahvuu-
det-kohti-kokonaiskestavyydeltaan-viela-pa-

rempia-biopohjaisia-uusia-ratkaisuja
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In Finland a lot of efforts have been made to reduce the energy consumption of 
producing greenhouse vegetables in winter time. That’s for both economic and 
environmental reasons. It has been so far successful, because although the 
energy consumption has decreased the production of greenhouse vegetables 
has increased. In 2017 there were 3,729 greenhouse gardening companies in 
Finland. 
                                                                                                       (Luke 2015.) 

However, it is good to remember that in the northern countries, in winter 
vegetable production in greenhouses is the main source for greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHT).

It is always good for the entrepreneur e.g. in Finland to think about whether 
they should buy products (e.g. tomatoes or cucumbers that do not grow in 
Finland normally during winter time) that are grown under the heat lamps in 
winter time? 

“Nevertheless, e.g. Spanish tomatoes may not make a good alternative 
because of the large amounts of water and pesticides used in their cultivation” 
(Climate guide).
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2.2.2 Use of greenhouses (Finland)

Agriculture and environment
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Processing

Throughout the whole food production process from “food to products” we are 
making a lot of environmental impacts.  Since, when we produce the food, we 
have processed them by some means, e.g. delivering, separating, washing, 
cutting, heating or mixing the food product or we have used some other 
different processes creating the product. Therefore, food processing can be 
a notable source of environmental impacts across of life circle (see Figure 
2.) of Food and Beverage industry.  Nevertheless, biggest environmental 
harm from Food and Beverage industry comes from the use of water (and 
wastewater services) as well as energy.  
                                                                                        (Baldwin, 2015, 65.)  

Each country has their own laws covering the use of water/ water management. 
Therefore, globally significant environmental effect from Food and Beverage 
industry can be seen in depletion of freshwater reserves. 
                                               (Baldwin, 2015, 65; Foskett et al.  2016, 124.)

However, delivering food to different Food and Beverage industries takes 
number of different stages before it reaches the customer. There must be 
careful controlling throughout the process. That increases the amount of 
environmental impacts but it’s also essential for an entrepreneur to keep the 
food safe. 
                                                                                 (Foskett et al. 2016, 51.)
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3. Processing 

Key issue effecting sustainability in food services is sourcing of fish and food in general (Foskett et al. 2016,17). 
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Still, it is good to remember that well-planned and well-fitted kitchen is one of 
the essential things to get good food safety and low environmental impacts. 
In planning of a kitchen, the work flow and environmentally friendly kitchen 
equipment should be taken into consideration. 
                                                                                   (Foskett et al. 2016, 64.)
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Photo 6-7. Antti Tynkkynen from Fazer culinary team demonstrates to students 
“How to fillet MSC certified fish”. (Photo by A. Saad CC-BY-NC-ND).
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As a social entrepreneur you should remember that every business nowadays 
should have some kind of social media channels as a part of organization’s 
strategy. Through the social media channels you can sell your product, e.g. 
“daily menus” or you can promote your sustainability ideas, e.g. what kind of 
products you use like “In our restaurant we only use MSC certified fish” (see 
photo below). 
                                                                                 (Foskett et al. 2016, 17.)

Eco-Label of MSC certified fish is a sign of sustainable fishing.

In order to obtain a MSC certificate, a fishing fleet or enterprise must meet 
certain criteria to ensure that fishing is sustainable. MSC certification 
ensures that the stock is not taxed too much, that fishing activities do not 
cause significant harm to other marine life and that fisheries management is 
effective and appropriate. 
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Figure 5: Eco-Label of MSC certified. 
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Eco-friendly	fish	farming

“New water purification concept for recirculating water for fish farming” has 
been used in Finland for making fish farming more environmentally friendly.

Traditional aquaculture in river basins or small ponds or indoors in containers 
loads waterways locally. Efforts are being made to reduce the burden, and 
more and more new fish farms are based on recirculating technology. Clean 
Waters was involved in the development of water purification concept for fish 
rotation education in the years 2017-2018. This eco-friendly fish farming is 
new method of marine life recovery. 
                                                                                        (Clean Waters 2018.) 
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Find out more
https://www.msc.org/https://wwf.fi/kalaopas/

Figure 5: Eco-Label of MSC certified. 
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Energy

In the food supply chain, energy is consumed significantly in the production, 
processing, storage and transportation of food.  Monforti-Ferrario & Pascua 
(2015, 7) disclose that different food products need completely different 
amounts of energy use. This means in practice that most of meat products 
generally need more energy use than vegetables or fruits or others similar 
products. 

However globally, in professional kitchens, most of the energy is spent on 
heating and ventilation, since the need for ventilation in kitchens is high. The 
direct energy consumption of kitchen functions is roughly divided into three 
parts between food preparation, refrigeration and dishwashing. Serving, 
cleaning and lighting form smaller parts of the energy consumption. 
                                                                        (Foskett et al. 2016, 98 &123.)

Energy efficiency and being environmentally friendly are current trends. 
Therefore, it’s important to know the amount of electricity or water a food 
product is using. 
                                                                      (Rickus & Saunder 2014, 165.)
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3.1 Energy

According to Baldwin (2015, 65) “Food processing is a dominant user of energy in the food supply change”. 
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 Kitchens mainly use energy for electricity and warm water, sometimes for gas 
or steams. For kitchen purposes it’s good to have a separate energy meter. 
For social entrepreneurs it’s essential to know how much energy they are 
spending on cooking, cold storage, dishwashing and distribution in order to 
count how much energy is consumed in a professional kitchen. It has been 
estimated that most of kitchens could save energy. 
     (Campbell, Foskett & Ceserani 2012, 4-7; Foskett & Ceserani 2012, 296.) 

At the moment key trend is to use renewable energy sources like solar panels, 
wind energy or geothermal energy. To limit climate change due to the use of 
fossil fuels, it has been agreed to limit carbon dioxide emissions. Each of us can 
make a change, by our own actions, to contribute to the slowdown of climate 
change through rational use of energy. Most significantly, the environmental 
impact of energy consumption is reduced by replacing non-renewable energy 
sources with renewable ones. 
                                                                                      (Baldwin 2015, 65-67.)

According to Monforti-Ferrario et al. (2015, 7) EU has made a lot of development 
incorporating renewable energy, but still the amount of renewable energy in 
the Food and Beverage industry remains relatively small. Generally speaking 
Food and Beverage establishments use two to five times more energy than 
other commercial buildings. 
                                                                                    (Foskett et al. 2016, 98.)
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As mentioned earlier, there are not a lot of studies of energy efficiency and 
renewable energy use in Food and Beverage sector. On the contrary, studies 
targeting a specific production step are relatively more common in Food and 
Beverage sector. 
                                                                  (Monforti-Ferrario et al. 2015, 13.)

As a social entrepreneur it’s good to remember that the energy embedded in 
food products does not account only for direct energy use, such as moving a 
tractor, heating an oven or powering a mixer. On the contrary, it also includes 
indirect energy flows, such as the energy needed to produce and transport 
fertilisers or for example to operate fish farms.
                                                                        (Monforti-Ferrario et al. 2015, 10.) 
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3.1.1 Energy use in food 
         processing

“The food sector is a very composite industrial sector, based on very diverse feedstock and with several specific production steps leading to the final product” (Monforti-Ferrario et al. 2015, 13).  

Foskett et al. say (2016, 123) “All staff should be 

trained to save fuel and to monitor its use. 
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In Food and Beverage sector, especially in professional kitchens, environmental 
issues are part of the everyday activities and their development.

Food preparation and storage as well as kitchen appliances consume a lot of 
energy in the kitchen. As a social entrepreneur you need to understand what 
you can do to lower your energy use. Here are some helpful energy saving 
tips:
      Use modern equipment;
      Get your kitchen a few affordable instrument-specific gauges and monitor  
      the ways in which the electricity consumption is the lowest; 
      Do not put hot food in the refrigerator but use blast chiller if it’s possible; 
        If not, place covered food in cold water and leave to cool somewhere in the  
      kitchen’s cooler areas;
      When chilling down the food:
              divide food in small portions;
              place in to fridge as soon as possible.
                                                                            (Campbell et al. 2012, 40-41)
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In cooking process always try to optimize the best food production, for example in terms of quantities, costs and nutritional values.  
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Social entrepreneurs can improve the energy efficiency of cooking by improving 
cooking utensils. They can select a suitable appliance and cooking equipment 
according to the amount and type of cooking that the company does. (Foskett 
et al.  2016, 123.) When aiming towards a green kitchen it’s also good to keep 
in mind the following things:

 Pre-heat oven and use combination ovens fueled by electricity;
 Use induction hobs/ induction cooktops. They are more efficient than  
            halogen hobs or gas hobs;
 Cook in low water and avoid unnecessary heating of ovens or stoves;
 Use lids to cover pans and pots when cooking;
 Ensure regular maintenance of cooking utensils, all appliances,  
            burners etc.;
 Take advantage of residual heat from bratt pans and boilers or  
            combination ovens (energy saving 10-20%);
 Also, if needed, pre-heat hot holding equipment and put only hot food  
            into it (must be kept above +63° C);
 Turn electric cooking appliances off if you don’t need them;
 Use only full loads in dishwashers;
 Replace the tungsten lamps into compact fluorescent type lamps.

And remember “shut it off, turn it down and keep it clean.”
             (Campbell et al. 2012, 40–41; Foskett et al.  2016, 98-99 & 125-126.)
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Energy

The energy efficiency of cooking utensils, such as cookers, ovens and boilers 
is illustrated by the efficiency (%), which explains how much of the energy is 
used to heat the food. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the devices cannot 
be reduced from the interconnection power, but the ability of various and 
especially age-old devices to efficiently utilize energy varies greatly. 
                                                                            (Campbell et al. 2012, 40-41)

As social entrepreneur it’s good to remember that one of the factors that affect 
the foods profitability as well as energy efficiency is overcooking food that also 
directly results as portion loses. This also affects poor portion control (see 
Table1) and inaccurate food ordering. 
                                                                                  (Foskett et al. 2016, 260.) 
      food must be prepared quickly, avoid cross contamination;
      use correct temperature, do not overcook;
      avoid food waste.
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Read more from ego-label from e-book 

section “2.3 The Menu planning” 

More info in Finnishhttps://www.ymparistoosaava.fi/
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Water

Water management is controlled by EU water legislation, although each EU 
country has their own laws. The purpose of the water laws is to discourage 
undue consumption of water and prevent potential contamination. (Foskett 
et al. 2016, 100 & 124.) European Union report says that “The EU Water 
Framework Directive (WFD) establishes a legal framework to protect and 
restore clean water in the EU and to ensure its long-term sustainable use”.   
                                                                                                   (Ohliger 2018.)

In future water eutrophication will develop a worldwide environmental problem. 
For example, the water quality has been affected by urbanization, population 
growth and climate change. In recent years water shortage poses a threat 
to all countries food security. Because HoReCa industry facilities use water, 
especially hot water for many tasks, reducing water use can provide real 
benefits by decreasing energy bills. 
                                                                                (Harmaala et al. 2012, 45.)

Nevertheless, the largest uses of water in food services are related with 
equipment and processes that take place in the kitchen. Therefor it’s important 
to run an efficient kitchen by using water management audit. That way you as 
a social entrepreneur can save money and act sustainably.
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3.2 Water

HoReCa industry uses a large portion of 

municipally supplied water (Foskett et al. 2016, 124)
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Water

Practical actions could be:
1. Using water meters;
2. Using tap flow regulators;
3. Upgrading dishwashers, ice machines, and steam cookers;
4. Maximizing the efficiency of equipment, such as combination ovens,  
             steam kettles, and steam cookers, because they use significantly less  
            water;
5. Using automatic mains to shut-off devises when kitchen is closed,
                                                                          (Foskett et al. 2016, 59 &100.)

Anhydrous cleaning is a commonly used term in Finland, although the name 
may be misleading, because water is always needed for cleaning. Anhydrous 
cleaning is more environmentally friendly and ergonomically friendly. In this 
case, the equipment is pre-processed, and wetted with the right amount 
of detergent. Anhydrous cleaning is also more economical as the use of 
detergents is reduced to minimal.
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What is anhydrous professional kitchen cleaning? 

Photo 8:  Mlinski kamen-Petrinja, Croatia (Galileo.it).
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Water

In other words, the surfaces are cleaned with different cleaning towels, and 
all the required moisture is bonded to the cleaning utensils. In addition, a 
combination machine can be used for cleaning. The normal cleaning solution 
is only used for stains and greasy dirt. The advantages of anhydrous cleaning 
are: 
 Saves time and effort;
 Improves the cleaning results;
 It’s environmentally friendly, safe on nature, water and energy;
 Ergonomically better to work;
 Reduces the use of detergents;
 Extends the life cycle of surface materials and structures;
 Reduces machine maintenance and repair costs;
 Saves money.
                                                                                             (EcoCentria 2010.)
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read more from hygiene in Croatian https://www.dekaform.hr/downloads/Vodic_DHP-HACCP_institucionalne_kuhinje.pdf

read more from anhydrous cleaning in Finnish

https://www.ymparistoosaava.fi/ruokapalveluala/

doc/ymparistopassi_Vedeton-siivous.pdf	
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An old dishwasher is the most energy-consuming device in a kitchen. In new 
dishwashers, energy consumption is reduced by the re-use of final rinse 
water in the washing process as well as by a heat exchanger, whose heat is 
recovered in the heating of the inlet water. A professional dishwasher will do 
many washings with the same water in the tank and only use fresh water for 
rinsing. 
                                (Foskett et al. 2016, 61, Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 351-352.) 

Before the pre-washing, remember to remove the food waste to suitable waste 
bins. And if it’s possible install low-flow/low-temp valves on pre-rinse sprayers.  
Pre-washing and low-flow valves save the washing process and thus save the 
total amount of washing liquid required in dishwasher. However, use only full 
loads in dishwashers, because it takes the same amount of energy whether a 
load contains 100 plates or just one.  
                               (Foskett et al. 2016, 61, Kaikkonen et al.  2016, 351-352.)
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3.2.1 The dishwasher

Figure 6. Use correct baskets to load your dishwasher (Photos CC-BY-
                NC-ND Sallomy, T. 2018).

Water
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Water

Follow washing and rinsing temperatures as well as water consumption. The 
less water is used in a dishwasher, the less energy it consumes. 

In pre-washing stage, the water temperature should be around 40 degrees, 
the actual washing stage temperature is 60-65 degrees. The final rinse stage 
is done with 80-85 ° C water.
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Figure 7. The water temperature of the dishwasher must be monitored throughout             
                 the washing process. (Photo CC-BY-NC-ND Sallomy, T. 2018).
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 Water and energy are most effectively saved when washing fully filled  
            baskets; 
 Use correct baskets to load your dishwasher (plate-, glass- or cutlery 
            basket);
 Educate your staff members on proper dishware prep and loading  
            techniques to reduce the overall water used.
In most dishwashers, the user can adjust the dishwashing time according to 
the dirtiness of the dishes. Excessive washing time consumes water, electricity 
and detergent, but does not make the dishes cleaner. 
                                (Foskett et al. 2016, 61, Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 351-352.)
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https://www.thinglink.com/mediacard/825812892082241537

Water
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Recycling

Nowadays European Union has lot of laws or policies and legal frameworks 
for waste management. EU decided in 2008 to make food waste framework 
directive 2008/98/EC. At the same time EU made definition related to waste 
and waste management. EU also set five steps to Waste Management as food 
waste hierarchy according to the environmental impact. The steps are as you 
can see in Figure 10:

1. No wastage at all /Prevention;
2. Preparing for re-use;
3. Recycling;
4. Recovery;
5. Disposal.
                                                                           (European commission 2016.)
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3.3 Recycling

Food losses and waste are a major cause for 

energy loss in food supply: one-third of the food 

is lost or wasted at the global level 

(Monforti-Ferrario et al. 2015,11).   

Separate waste - reuse of material
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Recycling

From a similar hierarchy in UK, WRAP produced a specific food and drink 
material hierarchy (Figure 8).
To make the hierarchy easier to use by businesses in the food and drink sector, 
WRAP produced a specific food and drink material hierarchy. The Food and 
drink material hierarchy are designed to help an entrepreneur to understand 
how to minimize waste. 
                                                               (Parliament UK 2017 & WRAP 2018.) 
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Figure 8. Food waste hierarchy (Galileo.it). (WRAP 2018).
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Resource scientist Kirsi Silvennoinen (pers. comm.) from LUKE says that 
the best option would be to prevent waste. She continues that then we must 
prevent the raw materials, ingredients and products from becoming waste. 
In the waste management specific to the Food and drink material hierarchy 
there are preferences for dealing our waste. Starting from the top the listed 
items are from most desirable towards the least desirable at the bottom of the 
list.
 Prevention = No wastage at all;
 Preparing for re-use = reuse;
 Recycling = all that is possible, e.g. glass bottles, metal, paper, board,    
            plastic…;
 Recovery = If it’s possible, incineration of waste with energy recovery;
 Disposal= be sure to recycle the waste in the right places.
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Further reading 

Recycling
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Packaging is indicator of the food quality.  The purpose of packaging is to 
protect and preserv the food. It also gives the customers information of the 
product. (Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 34-35; Rickus et al.  2014, 156.) See also 
mandatory product labeling in section 5.1.3.

Therefore, packaging is exclusive a way to protect food and raw materials. 
Environmental impact studies say that distribution and packaging have a 
minimal environmental impact. However, this is case-specific depending on 
how and where the food is packaged. Most of the environmental impacts 
of packaging come from earlier parts of packaging materials’ life circle (see 
Figure 3.) Usually, packages are manufactured from wide range of plastics 
and polymers (35%), glass (3%), various metals like steel, aluminum or tin 
(12%), paper, paperboard and corrugate (35%) and other mixture materials.   
                                        (Baldwin 2015, 91-92; Galanakis 2018, 276-277.)
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Packaging

4. Packaging 

 “Plastic Food Contact Materials” play a crucial 

role in preserving food from contaminants and 

preventing food waste.    

Recycling
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According Silvennoinen (pers. comm.), and her studies as mentioned 
earlier the environmental impacts of food packaging are small compared 
to the environmental impacts of food waste which is caused by throwaway 
packaging. She says “It (packaging) protects the food and gives the 
consumer the necessary information (such as allergens contained) “. In 
other words, packaging has a positive environmental impact by protecting 
the product and reducing the amount of food waste. 

At the same time, it also provides a container for transport and allows the 
product to be tracked and traced. The right kind of packaging protects the 
product from drying, breaking or flavor evaporation. Proper packaging is 
environmentally vital. For example, casting one piece of bread slices will 
result in a larger carbon footprint than the bread packaging. Especially 
when food is packed properly, it keeps food fresh.

Therefore, its critical to recognise that this way food stays fresher longer 
and there are no potential safety issues. (Galanakis 2018, 276-277.) Still 
as a social entrepreneur you have to remember that the packaging material 
has a small environmental impact as long as the reuse and final disposal 
of packaging waste is ensured, and recycling is done in correct way. If not, 
waste can pollute land also outside of landfills as you can see in Photo 9.      
                                                                                                     (Luke 2016: b)
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Packaging

Why packaging is so important?      
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There are lot of different methods to kill all the bacteria from the food, like 
drying the product, freezing the product, heating the product, salting and/ 
or smoking the product, using sugar or acids, using the chemicals or gas 
storage or vacuum packaging or modified atmosphere packaging. However, 
it is still good to ensure also the protecting functions of the packaging.  
(Foskett et al. 2016, 48-50 & 167; Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 34-35)

As a social entrepreneur you have to remember that the packaging must 
meet certain requirements by EU regulations  Directive 94/62/EC.
   “to limit the weight and volume of packaging to a minimum in order to   
       meet the required level of safety, hygiene and acceptability for consumers;
   to reduce the content of hazardous substances and materials in the  
     packaging material and its components;
     to design reusable or recoverable packaging.”
                                                                                           (EUR-Lex 2014.)
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Photo 9: Polluted land (no landfill) from Priština, the capital and largest city    
                  of Kosovo photo by E. Lius. (CC-BY-NC-ND) 
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Discussion about right choice of packaging materials starts with 
understanding how the life cycle (see Figure 3.) of packaging can be 
environmentally friendly. In the article “Sustainable Development of Green 
Paper Packaging” it is emphasized that paper is environmentally most 
promising packaging material. On the other hand, its unsuitable production 
and recycling issues are argued. (Huang 2007, 1.) Nevertheless, in 20th 
century there has been increasing interest to make environmental friendly 
packaging materials. Different research workers have been trying to replace 
petrochemical-based materials to biologically derived resources.  
                                                                          (Galanakis 2018, 275-277.)

Thus bio-based packaging materials are defined as ”materials derived 
from primary annual renewable sources”.  Galanakis (2018, 275) says that 
researchers have found plastic bio-based material (plastic obtained from 
bio-based material), but their commercial use is still in process. Researchers 
hope that this will change in the next decade. Meanwhile the aim is to 
assess and reduce the environmental impact of food packaging materials 
associated with the production, use or disposal. By using renewable 
materials instead of non-renewable materials. 
                                                                                  (Galanakis 2018, 275.)
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Packaging

Food packaging materials have been typically 

nonrenewable materials except for paper 

materials (Galanakis 2018, 275).  

4.1 Materials
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Packaging materials are reviewed as recycled, non-renewable- or 
renewable materials as you can see in Figure 9.  The main idea of using 
recycled packaging materials is to change waste materials into new 
products to reduce waste, energy usage, pollution etc., however most of 
renewable materials come from trees for paper, paperboard and other 
similar materials. Therefore, packaging materials can be recycled, refilled 
or utilized as energy. Nevertheless, some materials cannot be recycled 
due to several reasons. Thus, these materials are called Non-Recyclable 
Materials. 
                                                                                  (Baldwin 2015, 93-94.)
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Figure 9. Material used in food packaging (Baldwin 2015, 93). Photo by O.                
                   Haapakorpi. (CC-BY-NC-ND)
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The material flows caused by our economy are made up of domestic material 
quantities and the quantities of materials used abroad in the manufacture 
of imported products. The material streams are divided into two categories: 
Direct Material Input (DMI) and Hidden Flows (HF) (Seppälä et al. 2009, 
15).

Baldwin (2015, 105) says that packaging sizes, function and shape are key 
elements in designing the package. He continues that, reducing the weight 
and volume of packaging is clear environmental act. That is important for 
reducing the food waste. Small package size is increasing.  In the future, 
the trend in packaging size is to emphasize small packaging instead of the 
so called correct packaging sizes. 
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Do you think that smaller packaging sizes 
would decrease avoidable food waste?  
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There are still some challenges to use of bio-based materials in food 
packaging. Hardly any material is suitable for food packaging or sufficiently 
durable to protect food during transport. However, new materials are 
constantly being developed. The process is long, because whenever new 
biomaterials are found, the environmental efficiency of the entire production 
chain must be ensured. 
                                                                           (Galanakis 2018, 275-277.)

Commonly used bio-based packaging materials are PLA, polylactide which 
is transparent plastic produced from corn or dextrose. PHA is produced 
in nature by bacterial fermentation of sugar or lipids. Plant-based PET is 
made from 30% renewable material derived from sugarcane. 
                                      (Baldwin 2015, 96-103; Galanakis 2018, 281-283.)

New innovations are edible packaging material which give new functions 
on how to package food. That’s often a thin layer of biodegradable material 
which is made from corn zein, whey, collagen or gelatin. 
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 106.)

It’s still good to remember that responsible packaging also means 
helping consumers to reduce packaging waste by providing information 
on packaging recycling and re-use (see Figure 12). Nevertheless, food 
packaging materials cannot be categorized as unequivocally good or bad, 
as the intended use defines the most suitable packaging for the product.
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4.1.1  Renewable materials 
for packaging
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Critical thinking is also needed to select responsible packaging materials. 
Whether the product’s stability is considered, or the product environmental 
burden is considered. At the end we always have to consider balancing of 
renewable and recyclable materials. 
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 102.)

As a social entrepreneur try to use recyclable and biodegradable packaging 
materials and eco-friendly material deliverers. If possible, replace plastic 
plates to biodegradable paper plates like you can see in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Recyclable plates and coffee mug are 100% biodegradable.
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Food packaging materials such as plastic bags, plastic films, paper 
bags, cardboard boxes, foils, disposable containers;
Dishes and cutlery;
Cooking utensils such as pots, frying pans and baking sheets, whisks…;
Food preparation equipment or general kitchen equipment like a food 
processor, a blender, a speed mixer or a coffee machine…;
Parts of cooking equipment such as belts, tubes, carts;
Various surfaces such as desk surfaces.

There are 17 different food contact materials that are defined in the EU 
legislation (EU Regulation 1935/2004): active and intelligent materials 
and accessories, plastic, paper and board, rubber, cork, wood, metals 
and alloys, binders such as adhesives, printing inks, ceramics, glass, ion 
exchange resins, textiles, waxes and coatings, regenerated cellulose 
and silicones. 
                                                                                                 (Evira 2018.)

Contact materials include:
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4.1.2 Food packaging and 
contact materials

Food Contact Materials (FCMs). All the materials 

and articles that are directly or indirectly in contact 

with food are called food contact materials or 

shorter contact materials (Evira 2018). 
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Further reading 

https://ec.europa.eu/food/safety/chemical_safety/food_contact_materials_en
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Modern transport is characterized by so-called ”intermodal transportation”. 
Intermodal transport means that two or more modes of transport are used 
for the transport of the same goods. Such can be, for example, a container, 
a laver, a swap body, a trailer, an entire car or a railway wagon. Especially, 
the containers have become an integral part of a modern, global transport 
network. 
                                                                          (Logistiikan maailma 2018.)

In Figure 11 you can see representation of intermodal transport where goods 
move in different modes, e.g. in containers. At the same time, there is also 
a combined transport from terminals where distribution and collections are 
involved in the transport of goods.                                 
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5. Distributions and cannels

Figure 11. Example of intermodal transportation.
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When manufacturing company makes for example different food products 
for distribution it always needs to have some kind of transportation. 
Therefore, transport and marketing channels add to the greenhouse gas 
emissions in the food production chain. Nevertheless, transportation plays 
an important role by connecting the customer to supply chain. 
                                                                               (Baldwin 2015, 117-118.) 

The possible effects of food distribution and production are e.g. global 
warming, environmental eutrophication and acidification, and biodiversity 
loss. In addition, it consumes a great deal of resources, such as nutrients, 
land surfaces, energy and water resources. (Somerpuro 2016.) However, 
the greatest impact is still caused by food waste .
                                                                                       Baldwin 2015, 117.)

Nevertheless, refrigerators are the key element in food transportation to 
reduce food waste. However, as a social entrepreneur it’s still good to know 
that refrigerators takes up to 40% of total energy needed for transportation.                        
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 122.)
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Use seasonal and local food to lower the 
greenhouse gas emissions.
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Short food chains and local markets are a current trend. The concept of local 
food refers to shorter distances. This normally means that the products are 
somewhere from the region, state or close by community. 
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 180.)   

In the local markets farmers sell directly their food. According the all EU 
countries this is trend in both cities and rural areas. This means that now 
the trend is that customers like that you as a social entrepreneur choose to 
buy food products from local farmers’ markets or directly from the farmer. 
Because at the moment customers tend to think that local harvests have 
higher quality. The products are also environmentally friendly, fresh and 
their nutritional value is high. Also, that way you can support local agriculture 
and pay your goods at a fair price. 
                                                                          (Augère-Granier 2016, 1-2.)

Seasonal food is much better to environment as well (Foskett at al. 2016, 
146). Foskett at al. (2016, 224) say that food is seasonal when you use 
certain products according to the season. It’s also good for distribution and 
supply channels. Therefore, as a social entrepreneur you should remember 
to use local producers. This shortens the distribution distances, and you 
can avoid long distribution channels. (Foskett at al. 2016, 146 & 224 & 
336.) As a social entrepreneur remember to order from the local producer 
when and if it’s possible.
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The FOODSPILL project of Food wastage and environmental impacts says 
that when purchasing packages for your products it’s important to get the 
correctly sized packages. Therefore, FOODSPILL project believed that too 
big packaging sizes are at least sometimes the reason for wasting food. 
Thus, it is possible to reduce the amount of food waste by decreasing 
package sizes. (Galanakis 2018, 295; Silvennoinen et al. 2012, 28-29.) 
However, as a social entrepreneur it’s good to remember that it’s not always 
possible to get the right sized packages.
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What kind of package size should I get? 
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The most important environmental impacts of food processing are related 
to food production and raw material and product losses. Transport and 
packaging materials usually form only a small part of the food chain effects. 
Compared to the load of primary production, the environmental load of the 
refining stage is generally small. 
                                                                                        (Somerpuro 2016.)

Food transport accounts for a small share of the environmental impact of 
the production chain, in most food chains it’s between 1% to 6%. However, 
transport has increased as food production is concentrating and moving to 
countries with cheap labor and low-cost raw materials. The benefits can be 
lost when raw materials are transported for longer journeys. However, this 
always depends on the mode of transportation. 
                                                                              (Baldwin 2015, 117-118.)

Food is normally transported by water, by road, by rail or by air. However, 
Silvennoinen (pers. comm.), says that mainly the transportation to Europe 
in the entire food production chain is done by ships.
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5.1 Transportation

Transportation may not be a leading source of 

greenhouse gas emission (GHT), but they play a big 

role in food supply change. (Baldwin, 2015,117.)  
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The long-distance shipping usually holds many containers and therefore 
the emissions of one product remain minimal as you can see in Figure 12. 
However, transportation from farm to customer or shipping area to customer 
by road creates a higher impact.  

be made lower when we are using new low-emission cars, which have no 
oil spills and are equipped with new tires.   
                                                                              (Baldwin 2015, 117-118.)

As a social entrepreneur it’s good to remember that food products 
transported by air or road clearly have a greater impact on climate change 
than those transported by sea.

As you can see Figure 
12 where different 
transportation modes 
are displayed, boats 
and trains have the 
lowest GHG emissions 
(0,015 GHG kg CO2/
tkm) as a transportation 
mode. However, it’s 
good to remember 
that the carbon 
footprint of a car can 
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Figure 12. GHG emission for different 
transportation modes (Baldwin 2015, 118.)
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Photo 10: Helsinki market bench. (Galileo.it)

One of the approaches to regulate production of products or services is kind 
of “proof of identity”. In other words, products have some kind of traceability 
labels or other means to identify their status. 

Traceability labels enable you to identify the products movements across 
the supply change. You can see where the product is from (location) and 
the history of it. It also ensures producer’s claim to sustain the production 
of a certain product.  
In the Figure 13 below you can see what traceability means as a picture. In 
the same figure you can see records and follow the trail as products move 
through the supply chain. In this chain labeling is the best insurance for 
traceability for sustainably purposes. 
                                                                                               (BSR 2014,6.)

5.1.2  Traceability

“Product labels are elements that 

physically identify traceable items” 

(FAO 2017, 17: a).  
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Figure 13. Map of traceability movement across the supply chain. (Galileo.it) 
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Traceability of a product is important for the information of its origin. As a 
social entrepreneur you have an opportunity to influence customers in raw 
material choice by giving them information of traceability shown in labels. 
In other words, it’s good for social entrepreneurs to implement traceability 
standards in their businesses. This way, they can assure the customer 
where the product has been moving and where it comes to them.
 
For example, because of traceability labeling there are 20,000 seafood 
products that are traceable back to certified fisheries. 
                                                                                               (BSR 2014,7.)

FAO (2017, 17) says that product labels often include the following things:

                                                                                              (FAO 2017, 17)

business Identification Number (BID);
product Identification or Description;
batch number;
additional information (best before date, harvesting date, weight, 
quantity, price);
bar code (if required by customer).
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Figure 14. Product Label . Galileo.it 
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The EU law on food information to consumers regulates (1169/2011) the 
labeling. The regulation controls what is permissible and compulsory for 
food labeling. EU labeling law also says that “all measures have to be 
expressed per 100 g or 100 ml”.

Additionally any allergenic ingredients must be highlighted. Even if only a 
small number of allergens were found in the product or none at all. 
                                                                             (Foskett at al. 2016, 260.)
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name of food;
list of ingrediencies;
mandatory allergen information; 
condition of use;
indication of durability;
name and address of manufactory;
instruction of use if needed;
weight;
mandatory nutrition information: energy value;
nutrients amounts for sugars, fat, saturates; 
carbohydrate, proteins and salts;
use by/best before dates;
recycling package.
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Further reading 

Read more about ego-label from the e-book chapter 
“2.4.1 The EU organic logo and labelling rules”
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6. Sustainable food 

Sustainable food/sustainable eating in the catering sector has 

been defined as a “food system that supports food security, 

makes optimal use of natural and human resources and respects 

biodiversity and ecosystems for present and future generations, 

which is culturally acceptable and accessible, environmentally 

sound and economically fair and viable, and  which provides 

the consumer with nutritionally adequate, safe, healthy and 

affordable food” (Nuutila, Risku-Norja & Arolaakso 2018, 5). 

Figure 15. Sustainable eating (Baldwin 2015, 191).

           Nevertheless, In Finland, 
sustainable catering service 
has been defined as “a product 
of the shortest possible supply 
chain or an organic product 
or a product that has been 
produced  traceably in line with 
the responsibility principles”. 
           (Nuutila et al. 2018, 5.)

          Italy sustainable catering
Sustainable Caterings is a management approach to the catering aimed to 
reduce the environmental negative impact and, at the same time, increase 
the socio-economics benefits. In Italy FIPE (Italian Federation of Pubs and
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Restaurants) suggest to have more attention to the environmental aspect 
changing the menu every 3 months, choosing seasonal food, having short 
supply chain, recycling waste, power saving and use of renewable energy 
suppliers.
                                                                                                            (FIPE)

In Rome we have many “Green Restaurants” that follow the FIPE guidelines, 
much of them are listed in the website “Roma Sostenibile”.
Many other Italian cities have dedicated websites like the Roman one.

          Croatia sustainable catering

There are initiatives that support sustainable development of hospitality 
and tourism, especially network between small-restaurants and producers. 
Also, there is a trend to recognize and implement same one in local cuisine. 

Overall professional kitchens play an important role in the development of 
the entire food chain’s sustainability. Choices of professional kitchens affect 
the whole food chain from primary production to consumer plate. 

It is important for the social entrepreneurs to know the facts that affect the 
sustainable food service. And what sustainable eating means. 
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Over one third of environmental impacts worldwide come from food waste. 
This means around 1.3 trillion tons per year worldwide. The great amount 
of food waste is visible in all three forms of sustainable development: 
ecological-, social- and economic sustainable development. Additionally, 
with this amount of food waste we could feed a large part of the hungry 
people. 
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 141.)

Lintukangas (2014, 11) says in the ResTaRu report that food waste is 
ecological and economic waste that we should get rid of. Harmaala et 
al. (2012, 45), respectively, believe that the lack of food will cause major 
challenges in the future.

Food waste in food preparations occurs during the pre-processing stage, 
manufacturing stage and distribution phase of the food preparation. In the 
pre-processing stage, the raw material food waste occurs e.g. when the 
raw materials are peeled or cut into the right size. Food waste can also be 
caused by removing unfit parts such as leafs, strains or stems. 
                            (Kaikkonen, Mäkynen, Tiusanen & Viinikka 2016, 93-95.)
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6. 1 Food waste in food preparation

Every day there is a lot of food waste in 

the food preparations which could be 

avoided. 
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For example, food waste of pretreatment may occur when dealing with 
different types of meat, removing membranes from meat, or perforating 
and cleaning different fish. When discussing the loss, it is also worth 
remembering the food waste that arises when combining different foods 
or replacing GN- containers or bringing more food to the displayed GN-
containers or from previous day’s leftovers from a menu, e.g. in lunch 
restaurants.  (Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 93-95.) Silvennoinen et al. (2015, 140) 
say that often the biggest part of food waste is the one caused in service.
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Figure 16.  Kitchen food wastage diagram  
(Photos CC-BY-NC-ND Sallomy, T. 2018).
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According to Silvennoinen et al.  (2015, 140) food loss can be divided into 
two categories: avoidable waste (EO) and non-avoidable waste (OIE), 
as you can see in Figure 16.  In other words, the phrase “food waste” is 
expressed by all food that was “originally edible food waste” (OE) but placed 
in garbage or bio waste such as overcooked products or overcooking. Food 
waste also refers to food that was “originally inedible food waste” (OIE), 
which ultimately ends up in bio-waste such as coffee pods, vegetable peels, 
non-edible bones, serviettes and so on. 
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Figure 17. Kitchen Originally edible food waste (OE) diagram 
(Photos CC-BY-NC-ND Sallomy, T. 2018).
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Food waste (OE) is good to separate into three categories in accordance 
with its origins: customer plate leftovers, service waste and kitchen waste.  
As you can see in Figure 17.

Customer plate leftovers = Food that customers leave on the plate without 
eating. 

Service waste = Food left in GN containers or other containers where food 
is produced.

Kitchen waste = Wastage in storage and preparation. The kitchen waste 
that can be EO or OIE (Leftovers, over production, Unopened packaging, 
Opened packaging). All kitchen waste products are included in the 
production food waste.
                                                                   (Silvennoinen et al.  2015, 140.)
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It’s good to remember that food waste is generated throughout the catering 
service chain from food production to consumption. However most of carbon 
footprint still comes from production. Only one third is from professional 
kitchens and a few percent from transport. Much of the load comes from 
primary production phase. Nevertheless, kitchen sewage also creates a lot 
of eutrophication load and contains different chemicals used in dishwashers 
and sanitation areas. However, it’s also good to remember to “Wash full 
baskets” and “make sure the dishwasher’s adjustments are correct” e.g. 
that the dishwasher does not take too much or too little detergent.  Still, 
primary production is using significant amount of harmful chemicals. 
                                                                                    (EkoCentria 2011, 8.)
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6.2 Carbon footprint

Carbon footprint is referring to the amount of 

greenhouse gas emission caused during the 

entire life cycle of a product, expressed as mass 

or total carbon dioxide in kilograms or tons 

(Harmaala & Jallinoja 2012, 135). 

Photo 11: Kokkikilta Pop Up restaurant workers.
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Professional kitchens can easily improve environmental impacts and 
carbon footprint of catering services, e.g. paying attention on how you 
plan your lunch menus. Differences in the environmental impact of lunch 
menus may be up to fivefold. Broadly speaking, raw material selections and 
reduce of portion sizes can make big differens in the environmental impact 
of professional kitchens. 
                                 (EkoCentria 2018; Silvennoinen at al. 2015, 143-144)

Therefore, sustainable menu design starting from the raw material choices 
can make an important role in the environmental impact of professional 
kitchens. For this reason, a social entrepreneur must understand the 
environmental impact of catering services widely. In Figure 18 you can see 
an overall view of the environmental impacts of food services.

The healthy eating plate is also suitable for reducing environmental 
impacts. Eco-friendly choices can be made - without the nutritional value 
and balance being affected. 
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Read more from carbon footprint from the e-book section 
“3.2.2 Carbon footprint”
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The healthy eating plate is also suitable for reducing environmental impacts. 
The healthy eating plate is a balanced dose of half a plate of vegetables, 
a quarter of potatoes, pasta or rice and a quarter of meat or other protein 
source. 
                                             (Suomalaiset ravitsemussuositukset 2014, 19.)

The environmentally-friendly plate model illustrates environmentally-
responsible raw material choices by adapting to the traditional plate model. 
Comparison and selection of raw materials with different environmental 
impacts are made within the parts of the meal. 
                                                                                     (Baldwin 2015, 190.)
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Figure 18. An overall view of the environmental impacts of food services  
                  (EkoCentria 2011,8).

Read more about healthy eating plate from the e-book section 
“1.2 Healthy eating plate” 
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Environmental choices in professional kitchens can be made by favoring:

The sustainable choices of vegetable dishes are:

The energy “menus” for sustainable choices are:

Organic products;
Seasonal: vegetables, roots berries, fruits, natural fishes;
Plant Proteins: They are especially useful in legumes such as peas 
and beans;
Potatoes or domestic cereals instead of rice;
Easy to store raw materials: potato, root vegetables, cabbage;
Short supply chain raw materials.

Leguminous vegetables (domestic peas, oats and apricots), beans 
and lentils fresh, dried, preserved;
Seasonal vegetables;
Fiber-rich vegetables such as root vegetables, cabbages and onions-
well-preserved, they can be bought almost year-round as fresh 
produce;
Organically produced pesticide free vegetables and fruits.

Organically produced potatoes and cereals;
Close-by grown potatoes and cereals;
New uses for barley, oats, rye;
Whole grain products (e.g. pasta);
Rice as an alternative less frequently.
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Rice’s climate impacts are three times higher than those of grain and 
potatoes, as large-scale methane gas emissions are released from rice 
crops. Rice cultivation is one of the largest sources of human methane 
emission.
(EkoCentria 2018; Foskett at al. 2016, 146–147; Foskett & Ceserani 2012, 
76–77.) 
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Read more of Menu planning from the e-book section 
“2.3 Menu planning” 

https://www.y
mparistoosaava

.fi/ruoka-

palveluala/ind
ex.php?k=224

38
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Food waste should be reduced as much as possible (Lintukangas 2014, 
11; Silvennoinen et al., 2013, 10). Lintukangas (2014, 11) emphasizes 
that food wastage is both ecologically and economically wasting of food. 
He continues that food waste is often overlooked, either because of poor 
menu planning or implementation. Lintukangas reminds that the main food 
waste reduction factors are skilled staff members and accurate planning of 
recipes and daily/weekly menus. 
                                                                                 (Lintukangas 2014, 11.)

Another important thing is correlation between meal preparation and 
customers’ timely arrival. Silvennoinen et al.  (2012, 1) say in the article 
“Food waste volume and composition in the Finnish supply chain: special 
focus on food service sector” that most of food waste comes from the food 
handled and prepared in restaurants and catering businesses.  The article 
says that most of the food waste in the catering sector wastage are the 
buffet serving leftovers.
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6.3 The impacts from food wastage

Portion size control is essential 
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Portion size means that you control that the size and quantity are the same 
in all the plates or dishes you send out from the kitchen. It’s also important 
to monitor and control your receipts so that you can deliver “same/ similar 
food for everyone”. It is essential that your portion sizes are of appropriate 
size. Social entrepreneur’s responsibility is to ensure that food quality, 
quantity and specific size is correct. Portion sizes should be closely linked 
to your storage so that you know for how many people you still can serve 
the food for. 
                                     (Campbell at al. 2012, 5-6; Foskett at al. 2016, 249.)
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Photo 12: Pop Up event students from Omnia   
(Photo by A. Saad CC-BY-NC-ND).



Silvennoinen (pers. comm.), 
says that according to her 
studies “Why food is wasted” 
“right portion size” was one 
of the reasons how food 
waste could be reduced.  
Correct portion sizes tell you 
how much food you should 
reserve per person as you 
can see in Table 1. As a social 
entrepreneur you should 
use portion guidelines. This 
way you will reduce the food 
waste as well.
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Reduce portion 

sizes using portion 

planner 

Table 1. Approximate portion amounts 
(Foskett at al. 2016, 250; Kaikkonen et al. 2016, 369).
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Catering Students from Finland and Croatia opened their own Pop-Up 
restaurant for the public for one day. The Pop-Up Restaurant day was 
held in Espoo, Finland in the shopping centre Entresse on the 19th of May 
(http://entresse.fi/).  

The main idea of this event was to integrate the culinary promotion of 
regional cuisine and having fun together. The Restaurant day’s aim is to 
help the students gain entrepreneurial skills and competences. This enables 
them to gain both vocational and entrepreneurial practice during the activity.
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7. Examples from Social enterprise

Restaurant Day is a worldwide 

food carnival 

Photo 13: The Pop-Up Restaurant  team (CC-BY-NC-ND, Saad A. 2018)
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The restaurant day itself is the world’s largest food carnival event that 
started in Finland in May 2011. On the restaurant day anyone can set up 
a restaurant, cafe or bar for a day. The restaurant day is organized four 
times a year, every three months.  People go to a Pop-Up restaurant to 
experience a unique, creative eating experience. 
                                                                                         
During the first five years of quarterly global food carnivals all together over 
27 000 Pop-Up restaurants by over 100 000 restaurateurs have catered 
for over 3 million customers in 75 countries. Restaurant Day event team 
members are Timo Santala, Kirsti Tuominen and Antti Tuomola. 
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Photo 14: The Pop-Up Restaurant event students from Ekami 
(Photo by A. Saad CC-BY-NC-ND).
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Pop-Up restaurant day has been organized in the following countries: 
Argentina, Armenia, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Bangladesh, Belize, Belgium, 
Bonaire, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, 
Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, England, Ecuador, Estonia, Faroe 
Islands, Finland, France, French Polynesia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, 
Guyana, Hungary, Iceland, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kazakhstan, 
Kenya, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Mexico, Moldova, Mongolia, 
Mozambique, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, 
Pakistan, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Puerto Rico, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, 
Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Taiwan, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, Venezuela, USA 
and Uzbekistan. 
                                                                                          (Restaurant day.)

According to the current information, an official Restaurant Day has not yet 
been organized in Croatia.
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http://www.restaurantday.org/en/info/

about/
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Name’s	 of	 the	 students:	 Tena Fabijanić, Gabrijela Bunjački, Karmen 
Međurečan, Nikolina Krasnić.
The name of the Pop-Up restaurant ‘Try not to eat me’ is designed by students 
of COO Slava Raškaj: We chose together the name of the restaurant. 
There were other suggestions and ideas about name like Tasty & healthy 
snacks, Rhapsody of healthy snacks, Healthy & tasty, etc. All of them were 
about preparing and selling healthy meals made by local ingredients which 
are friendly to environment.  Final name was chosen because it sounds 
challenging and attractively. It invites people to try our product.
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Photo 15: The team Slava Raškaj Gabriela Bunjački, Tena Fabijanić, Nikolina  
                  Krasnić and Karmen Međurečan (CC-BY-NC-ND, Saad A. 2018).

7.1 Centar za odgoj i obrazovanje Slava Raškaj Zagreb 

Social enterprise

   Try noT To eaT me
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The logo of our restaurant also shows the direction of our activity, so 
there are some of the ingredients of which will consist offer meals in our 
restaurant.
The object and basic business idea of the Pop-Up restaurant was to 
produce and sell 50 small portions of healthy and tasty food exclusively 
from vegetable origin – vegan food. It is also object to get awareness of the 
importance of eating food that is good for human health and also good for 
the environment. In order to fulfill our goal, we need education from following 
area: greenhouse gas emission, waste management, knowledge of local 
food, social entrepreneurship, biodynamic farming, small businesses for 
the production of healthy food, air pollution, water, land, recycling, materials 
of packaging, avoidance of plastics, climate change, sustainable menu 
planning, environmental food production, etc.

Sustainability is important to include in each activity. When producing food, 
we should use renewable energy sources, recycle and use food remains.  
Without this way of thinking and acting we question the future of our planet, 
and therefore future generations.
We have some ideas that we will try to accomplish in the future. Prepared 
dishes and knowledge that we have invested in it we will promote and 
spread by schools. We will achieve this by moving our pop – up restaurant 
by schools, and besides healthy meals among students, we will spread 
awareness of the importance of environmental preservation.
We will require an incentive for the idea which provide our ministry of 
economy.
Our activities will be published on social medias channels, blogs and local 
medias.
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SPRING MIX
red onion, cherry tomatoes, radish, 

cucumber, tofu, mushrooms

MAGICAL RHUBARB STRUDEL
wheat flour, rhubarb, sugar, 

cucumber, oat milk

Try noT To eaT me

If you were interested in Try not to eat me’s Menu, 
you will find the recipes in our e-book.
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Name’s	of	 the	students:	Sandra Hartikainen, Noora-Liina Torvasti, Iina 
Tuominen, Susan Saartia and Dimitri Wan Wontherghem. 

Our pop-up restaurant name is Green Food. 

Behind the logo and our restaurant name is nature and a way to reduce the 
carbon footprint. We prefer raw materials that are close to the product. We 
wanted to keep the logo simple and plain.
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Photo 16:  The team Ekami - Sandra Hartikainen, Noora-Liina Torvasti, Iina  
                    Tuominen  and Dimitri van Wonterghem (CC-BY-NC-ND, Saad A. 2018).

   Green food menu

7.2 Ekami 
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Our business idea is to sell vegan food. So the food is vegan and close-up.
We use different sort of vegetables, berries and herbs. We have replaced 
the meat, for example, with a tofu. Other products of animal origin have 
been replaced with the plant products.

Whom we sell? We sell our products to anyone who is open mind to new 
experiences and taste sensation. You can be any age or vegan already, 
you are welcome to taste our food!

Our pop-up restaurants behind is downright food and closeness to nature. 
Green Food is involved in sustainable development. Our food a carbon 
footprint is small as possible.
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TOFU BURGERS

Gluten-free bread flour Sesame 

oil, Tomato, Garlic Red onion, Chili, 

Coriander, Tofu

RHUBARB RAWCAKE 

Coconut oil, cocoa powder, Gluten 

free oatmeal, cashew nut, almond, 

lemon juice, rhubarb

Green food

If you were interested in Green Food’s Menu, 
you will find the recipes in our e-book.
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Names	of	the	students: Luka Kožul, Josip Ivoš Rančić, Franco De Michieli 
Vitturi.
Basic business idea: Going to a restaurant usually is a very pleasant 
experience. We choose a place of which we usually know how it is and 
what it offers, we come, enjoy the meal and the atmsphere, pay and leave 
the restaurant satiated  and satisfied. Such an experience could be even 
better, if it is less predictable, more different, with an equally good meal, like 
in our restaurant Njam-Njam.
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Photo 17:  The team HTUS - Franco De Michieli Vitturi, Josip Ivos Rancic and  
                   Luka Kozul (CC-BY-NC-ND, Saad A. 2018)

7.3 Hotelijersko-turisticka i ugostiteljska škola Zadar 

Social enterprise

   nJam-nJam

>
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How	the	name	was	chosen	and	why?  Simply because it is very easy to 
pronounce and remember this name to speakers of different languages. If 
we had chosen „JARI FAŽOL“ or something like that, it wouldn’t be easy to 
remember and to pronounce.  Besides, in many languages the words njam, 
njam are associated with tasty food.
What	products	were	sold	by	our	restaurant? Our products were vegan 
and very shortly cooked.
What	was	the	business	idea	of	our	company? Introduce more sustainable 
food into restaurants and show customers that vegan food can be very 
tasty too and to make people aware that it is necessary to reduce the CO2 
footprint in kitchens.
What	kind	of	knowledge	our	company	needs	in	future? Probably they 
have to improve their approach to guests a little bit. 
Future sustainability: We use sustainable food of organic and vegan 
origin, since it has been prooved that such food emitates less CO2. The 
cooking process is reduced which also has less impact on nature and less 
CO2 emission.
What	 innovative	 ideas	does	the	company	have? By a more intensive 
promotion and marketing we will proove that even fast food can be tasty, 
heathy and sustainable. We have new tasty and sustainable recepies.
Does	the	company	have	clear	brands	in	it’s	products? Of course it has. 
The products are unusual, tasty, local and vegan.
What	ideas	does	the	company	need	in	future? We need to figure out 
how to approach a wider circle of customers, we need new vegan products 
and recepies.
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CRISPY SALAD

smoked tofu cheese, cucumber, 

tomato, chives, reddish, onion, 

lemon, honey, mustard

RED COCONUT

coconut, cashew nut, coconut milk, 

coconut oil, fructose syrup, lemon, 

vanilla, rhubarb, pensy

nJam-nJam

If you were interested in Njam-Njam’s Menu, 
you will find the recipes in our e-book.
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Basic information about the restaurant: Viola is a Pop-Up restaurant in 
Espoo. It’s know for vegan food and sustainability.

Name’s	of	the	students:	Riina Kiiskinen (20 years old second year cook 
student), Jenna Söderberg (17 years old second year pastry chef student),  
Lotta Nuutinen  (20 years old final-year pastry chef student), Sanni Leirisalo 
(20 years old final-year pastry chef student).
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Photo 18: The team of Omnia from the left Jenna Söderberg, Sanni Leirisalo, Lotta  
                   Nuutinen and Riina Kiiskinen (CC-BY-NC-ND, Saad A. 2018).

   reSTauranT VIoLa

7.4 Omnia
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Basic	business	idea?
Idea is to serve nature friendly vegan food, to add more knowledge about 
sustainability and how to low carbon footprint. Our products are directed for 
young adults and vegetarians, because they are the ones who are eager 
to try new vegan food. Of course it is always nice to see older ones and 
a-class meat eaters to eat vegan food but in 2018 it is still a rare vision, so 
that’s why we are directing our food for young adults and vegetarians. We 
think that our food is perfect for everyone who’s interested about lowering 
their carbon footprint or just simply eating good vegan food.

How	was	the	name	of	the	company	chosen	and	why?
We decided to name our restaurant as “Viola”, because we opened it in 
spring and in Finland there is lot of flowers called “Viola”. Also because our 
theme is sustainability, so nature is big part of our business idea and name 
of restaurant. 

What	kind	of	products	does	the	restaurant	sell?
Company is selling vegan food, that is made with low carbon footprint. 
Company serves two different products.
The first one is the Green burger, it contains a nettle bread and a tofu steak. 
There is also cut tomato with cilantro, creamy tofu paste and cabbage with 
nettle pesto. And the finishing touch is the flower, viola. 
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And the second one is Cloudy tofu cake with a drizzle of rhubarb. There is 
a lovely chocolate cake base, a rhubarb compote and a tofu-rhubarb filling 
layered in a cake. After the rhubarb compote is boiled, we sift it into a jam 
and drizzle it on top of the piece of cake. This way we use all of the rhubarb. 
And the finishing touch is also here the flower, viola.

What	kind	of	knowledge	/	competences	does	the	company	need	in	the	
future?
More knowledge about sustainability, cooking and restaurant managing for 
example how to produce more economical food using seasonal products 
and how to reduce the carbon footprint. The food waste should be cut down 
to 0 as well. So it needs a lot of practicing and organizing when planning 
different dishes.
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GREEN BURGER

nettle bread, tofu steak, tofu paste, 

cabbage with nettle pesto, tomato 

with coriander

CLOUDY TOFU CAKE WITH 

DRIZZLE OF RHUBARB

tofu-rhubarb filling, chocolate cake, 

rhubarb jam

reSTauranT 
VIoLa

If you were interested in Viola’s Menu, 
you will find the recipes in our e-book.
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